
Kono Kogs, Inc (KKI) will create a custom KONOCare RTO preventive 
maintenance program for your plant and equipment, regardless of oxidizer OEM. 
Over our 25+ year history we’ve worked with virtually all makes and models, and 
our core team has 150+ years of combined application and technical experience.

A well-planned preventive maintenance program for your thermal oxidizer or RTO 
+  Maximizes maintenance staff effectiveness 

+  Protects your investment 

+  Minimizes the total cost of ownership 

+  Optimizes performance and lowers operating costs 

+  Minimize unplanned downtime and lost production 

+  Establish a record of compliance

OPTIMIZED FOR YOUR SPECIFIC NEEDS
KONOCare preventive maintenance (PM) plans have been developed with the 
help of our Fortune 500 customers. Starting with a goal of zero non-scheduled 
downtime, we set out to define the most practical path to that goal. 

The number one cause of oxidizer lost time is part failure. Identifying at-risk  
parts or deteriorating oxidizer health well before they impact performance 
is what drives our KONOCare PM plans. These plans succeed because of the 
unique collaboration between Kono Kogs and our customers. Equipping, training 
and communicating with your in-house maintenance team will lead to the 
success we each desire.

We offer 4 plan levels to meet your uptime goals.

KONOCare
OXIDIZER PREVENTIVE 

MAINTENANCE SERVICE

Preventive Maintenance Visits Quarterly Quarterly Semi Annual Annual

Remote Monitoring Hours 90 60 30 *

Additional Remote Monitoring * * * *

On-site customer personnel training  
(KKI technician)

2 days 1 day Half day *

On-site customer personnel training  
(KKI engineer)

2 days 1 day Optional *

Monthly Maintenance reminder e-mails Yes Yes * *

Parameter Monitoring/Record keeping Monthly Quarterly Semi Annual *

Additional Reports: Trends/Concerns Monthly Quarterly Semi Annual *

Vibration Analysis Yes * * *

Spare parts Extensive Critical First Level *

*Optional

Pro-active maintenance down time 
Increases oxidizer up time



KONOCare Diamond includes:

+  Extensive spare parts package

+  Remote monitoring hardware/setup (if not already installed)

+  Extensive on-site training for plant leadership & maintenance 

 personnel

+  Highest level of on-demand 24/7 remote monitoring of  

 oxidizer; with option for additional billed support

+  Monthly maintenance reminders by e-mail

+  Extensive plant & maintenance personnel training during 

 initial PM visit

+  Quarterly on-site PM inspections

+  Monthly remote monitoring “check in” on oxidizer operation

Why our largest clients love KONOCare Diamond: The combination 

of trained eyes on the equipment both quarterly and remotely, plus 

trained and engaged on-site maintenance personnel, will ensure the 

oxidizer system can be relied on in both the short and long term.

Our KONOCare Platinum and KONOCare Gold Service level are 

customized to suit your specific needs. 

KONOCare Silver Level 

+  Complete internal and external mechanical inspection 

+  Consumable component replacement.

+  Testing and verification of all oxidizer safeties

+  Detailed report after each preventive maintenance visit including:

 •  Full checklist of system components & RTO operational conditions

 •  Work completed by technician

 •  Results of testing

 •  Critical findings requiring action

 •  Photo record of all areas, especially critical areas

 •  Recommended monthly maintenance plan

OXIDIZER PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICE

Our most comprehensive level

Minimum, but robust level

Our two most  
popular levels

ADDITIONAL SERVICES:
Remote Access & Troubleshooting
KKI also offers remote monitoring and troubleshooting services ala 

carte. These can be included as part of your customized KONOCare 

plan, or billed hourly outside of our KONOCare program.

Escape the chao$ 
of Reactive 

Maintenance

Maximize Oxidizer Uptime with the KONOCare Program
No matter how challenging your air stream or how long it’s been 

since your last oxidizer inspection, Kono Kogs is up to the task. 

We can provide you with a cost/benefit analysis clearly showing 

the advantages of RTO preventive maintenance services. You have 

nothing to lose but unnecessary risk and expenses!

Increased Oxidizer 
Reliability

+
Reduced Demand on 
Maintenance Staffs


